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littl e
rumblin gs
Among the numerous committees set up by Con-Con is the
Financial Priorities Committee. Designed to consider financial'
priorities, the committee is potentially one of the most powerful in
the college and among the most important results of Con-Con. The
committee, how ever , has been effectively stymied b y
Vice-President Williams, chairman of the committee and the
administrator primaril y responsible for the budget , who has refused
to give the committee a breakdown of the budget without which
the committee may as well not exist. Over the past year or so, in its
dealings with students, the administration has pointed to the
committees established by Con-Con as the means to solve
proble ms, yet at the very outset the administration has seen fit to
cri pple one of the most important of these committees, the
Financial Priorities Committee. This certainly calls into question
the sincerity and intent of the administration in its dealings with
students and the value of Con-Con itself. .
In view of this situation , it is revealing to consider the
administration 's dealings with the Student Organization for Black
Uni ty. Throughout th«i chapel occupation and during the ensuing
week the administration consistentl y rejected the Blacks' fiv e
demands and their proposal for a task force, maintaining that the
committees set up b y Con-Con were the appropriate way to deal
with such problems, ll was obvious from the start that the Blacks'
five demands were basically a matter of financial priorities. Now
the administration lias made the new Financial Priorities
Committee effectivel y nonexistent.
Beyond any specific instances, this calls into question the
meaning of Con-Con itself. What a joke it is if the administration
can a rbitra rily docid .; to render one of the most important
committees of Con-Con totall y ineffective. What a comment on the
sincerity and intent of the administration with respect to Con-Con
it is lor the administration to uho this power.

AI its last meeting, Slu-G passed a proposal for pass/fail
courses. There was, how ev er, significant dissent. This dissent was
caused b y u grade of pass requiring the. equivalent of a C rather
than tin- normal passing grude of J). Although pass/ fail itself is a
good idea, tlie present proposal would effectivel y defeat the
purpose of having a pass/fail systemOne, reason wh y a person may want to tak e a course
sj
/l'ail
is because he wants to lake a course out of his major area
pa
in which he i.s interested but does not feci that he can compete
with the majors in tlui t department. Consequently, expecting to do
relativel y p oorl y, he wants to take the course pass/ fail so that his
academi c average will not suffer. Another reason is that many
people simply do not want to worry about grades so that they can
concentra te on the ureas which specificall y int erest them. By
establishing the passing lin e al C, a person might still h esitate lo
lake a course that h«t leurs he may not do well in and the person
who does not want to worry about grades would still be harnessed
with the necessity of getting a C, thu s defeating the purpose of
puss/ fail I'or muny people.
The argument lor requiring u grade of C lor passing was
bused oil the fact lltal many schools will not accept pass/ fail
cour«eK whi ch require onl y . a gnide of D for pass lor transfe r
atiulen lH, This, argument is invalid for two reasons. First , a person
should be free lo jud ge for himself the value of taking a pu ss/fail
cAurse, taking then things into account. Second , this p laces too
much importan ce on the effect of puss/ fail on students who
transfer while
neg lecting the al-idchls who iwc Htuy ing. It seems
senseless to cause the students who are slay ing nt Colb y lo suffer
for 'llut sake of those who are leaving.
;
It is still u|) to the KI'C . to consider pass/ fail before
presenting it to the faculty . It would be nice if the EPC would
present a proposal lor pass/ fail that is more in the in lore si of the
students at Colby.

ADMINISTRATION SUPPORTS MORATOTIUM
by Jim Melillo
The administration has come out in favor of a
morato rium, but this one is on co-ed living units. It
seems tivo years of experimental co-ed living in Roberts
was not enough time for evaluation as 1his year layoff is
for that purpose. There are no value judgments being
made as to whether these groups in Roberts are good or
not , but there have been opinions. This years group is
not as unified as is deemed necessary.
The administration sees the move to open
Averill for co-ed and Dana for the Cluster as a radical
ch ange , one th ey feel they arc not prepared to make.
They also feel that the student bod y opinion might not
be favorable to this move. Below is a questionnaire to be
filled out and returned to the ECHO . Ii enough pressure
is put on the administration from both students and
faculty alike, we may be alle to save one of the
constructive changes at Colby.
-x
*
*
On the brighter side , I would like to refer to
two books I have come across recently concerning

academics at the college level. They are The Gorman
Report : A Confidential Stud y of American Colleges and
The Insiders Guide to the Colleges. The first was
compiled hy a Calif ornian prof essor and deals
objectively with a college in th e f ield s of academics and
administration. It rates colleges using the same scale as
SAT's. Out of the perfect 800 Colby received a rating!
383. Both Bowdoin and Bates received scores in the
400's and schools like Brown and Chicago University
were rated in the 600's. The report broke down the
acad emic into depart ment s giving each one an
A,B,C,D,F or not offered. The scores were then totalled
and averaged. Colby received a C in almost every
department.
The only B on the whole report was to be
found under Faculty benefits. All others administrative
fu nctions, (communications, ex pertise) were given a C .
The Insider Guide is a more subjective report
almost tongue in cheek and could be laughed off if it
didn't ring so true. It was compiled by th e "Yale Daily
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lett ers to t he edito r
To the Editor of the Echo :
May I express through the courtesy of the ECHO
my deep appreciation for the heartening expression of
confidence and support signed by several hundred of
our students, fa culty, and staff memkers, that reached
me during the difficulties in the month of Mareh. It was
a time when, I am frank to say, I needed
encouragement.
May I also say that I am greatful for the
individual letters that I received during that time, many
of them in support and many of them critical of the
position that I felt the college had to take. Eventually I
may be able to reply personally to some and perhaps
most of them, but for the moment I can do no more
than make a general acknowledgment of my gratitude.
Robert E. L. Strider
Dear Editor,
The Wednesday, March 25th special meeting of
the faculty deserves the attention of all those concerned
with the recent five demands. At the outset of the
meeting, Vice President Williams reported on the special
meeting of the Board of Trustees on the previous
Friday. Colby's Board issued a statement which, in

COLBY

effect, urged the various committees established by Con
Con to immediately consider the substantive matters
raised by the blacks. Following this report the fa culty
proceeded to 'commit' itself to serious discussion of
these same matters. Once again, the Con Con
committees were cited as the appropriate bodies.
Thus, although the necessary institutional
changes have been made, it appears that another Chapel
incident, another special meeting of both the faculty
and the Board, and much more tension and polarization
were still needed in order for the committees to discover
what they were set up to duscuss. The ironic, and even
more tragic, thing about the entire situation is that the
discussion will be concerned with those very same
questions raised at least as far back as February, 1969.
My fear is that students will somehow be duped
into another $12,000 circus. Yet most of all, my fear is
that the Spring '71 Chapel group may not be as
moderate or as tolerant of the
inaction
and
disregard
by
administration and/or faculty.
Jeffrey A. Parness
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With the return of spring, the Moratorium and Mobilization Committees
renew their efforts against the continuation of the Vietnam War. On Sunday
night, the ECHO and the Moratorium Committee organized a f aculty-student
discussion about the problem of the war and its many social-political
repercussions. Of the twenty faculty members invited b y ma il , four attended
(Profs. Yun-tong Pan , David Bridgman Paul Perez , and Robert Reuman); ten
students joined them for the discussion.
_-bm^^m

_

Excerpts from the Vietnam discussion:
Mr. Pan: It is not very clear what we are fi ghting for in Vietnam. Unless we
establish the purpose , it seems to me that we have no -way of measuring the
success or failure of our fi ghting...
The war has cost us over $100 billion; that is about the total of all our
f oreign aid from 1945 to 1965...
The concern of some governments (especially military governments in
Asia) should not condition our policy in Vietnam. I think we should be guided
by what we want to achieve there.

Parry: Do you think an immediate withdrawal from Vietnam would endanger
our so-called national security ?
Mr. Pan: National Security is very hard to define. I sincerely question that
anyone in this country seriousl y believes that if the North Vietnamese take over
all of Vietnam , they would be able to challenge our national security .
-x-

*

X-

Mr. Bridgman: I don 't see the military as being particularl y unlike most of us. I
think Americans are rather an aggressive people, irrespective of occupations, and
to attribute particular aggressiveness to the military in this country, which i s
often done by those who are in the same group I am , which is rather antipathetic
to the war , is to attribute particular villainy rather naivel y to a particular group.
I think we are a people that finds it rather easy to use the gun. I don 't believe we
are a particularl y peace-loving people whatsoever; !see no particular evidence in
all of American history that we are. There is just a tremendous continuum
be twee n the o cc asional , considerabl y naiv e aggressiveness that we perpetrated on
vari ous sub-groups in our history and this Vietnamese act of shodd y desperation.
I think that we want to dislike and hate China. I think that we want to contemn
and berate the Communists; that is, some part of us wants to have villains. We
want to believe that criminals arc particularl y unlik e us...But, I think that
Veitnam is not very much more than a modern examp l e o f this partial portion of
our nature s, I think that we as people are like the Germans of the 1930's, or like
th e British when they went out the road to ferocious Imperialism in the 19th
century .
I think that we are very much persuad ed that we can do things easil y and
in our mast erl y fa shion with quick we ap o n s, and o ur f o r e ign p o li cy i s a nuiv e,
subdu ed , gentile form of fe rocity. I consider that this is not particularl y unlik e
the policy of a number of other countries...And this is not particularl y to be rate
Americans as Americans, hut I see them as about as primitive as most other
nationaliti es arc primitive, and I see our fo rei gn policy nsa p iece of unconscious
hypocrisy , that is below the level of overt consciousness, y et still some thing
which can be called pro to-subliminal h y pocrisy.
Dr. Perez ; I find myself in a funny situation because Brid gman talks ab out th e
psychology of the American character and I think p erhaps it 's some thing
perhaps more historical , more economic , more non-psychological -- this is a
colonial war. It started as a colonial war and its continuing as a colonial war.
Now this doesn 't mean that wo want to have a governor general there; we 'v« got
a different way. The reason that our attitude toward Europe is so different and
more successful is that so far we haven 't seen them as economic colonies.

If I thought world-wide communism was a good thing, I would think our
basic policy is excellent; what we are doing there is equating national liberation ,
national self-determination with communism -- that should cause rejoicing in the
Kreml in and Peking. This is a gift , especiall y in Southeast Asia where the
tradition has been a fear of Chinese imperialism from the north. These people
spent their total history kicking the Chinese out , and then they turned around
and started kicking the French out , and now they 're kicking the Americans out.
So to think of this as something different from an imperialist war , I think , is
missing the whole po int.
In law , there 's a very nice maxim. When a crime has been committed , the
first tiling you ask is, "Cui bono "" - who 's making out , who 's Avinning, who 's
getting something out of th is? Well , who is getting sonething out of this war in
South Vietnam? Certainl y not the South Vietnamese . Those who were allowed
to vote and were brave enough to vote with a gun in their backs voted against
the pre sent administration , more or less. There 's no doub t that in South
Vietnam the people that are benef iting are a small opportunistic , militaristic
clique... the same people who were benefiting when the French -were there.
Who 's benefiting in this country. Certainl y it 's not the American GI' s who
are getting shot, having the cultural opportunity to visit the exotic parts of the
Orient- It 's not the average American taxpayer. 1 don 't think it 's the American
princi ples. Well , I d on 't think you have to look too far to find who is benefiting
from the Vietnam war . The military , of course , is benefitin. If you don 't have a
draft , you have to lay off a lot of generals. The military-industrial comp lex which is not just a fi gment of Eisenhower's imag ination - 1 don 't think
Eisenhower had that much imagination - is benefiting.

We need raw materials , and we need cheap labor to provide them and wc
also need markets...If you get ri ght down to it this is an economicall y
determined war , an d will go on being economicall y determined for as long as a
large number of people are making a lot of mo n ey on it. It will stop when the
profits are taken out...This is the onl y war in modern limes in which not the
sli ghtest gesture has been made to curb the pro fits of war.
Jeff Parness: There 's a question in iny mind as to how many people are actuall y
making these huge war pro fits -- I imagine , there are some corporations; but in
some of the fi gures I've seen the corporations are not making as much now when
the wax is on as they would if the war were over. A lot of the corporations ,
conglomerates, bi gger businesses would like to sec the war over, ju st as they
would like to see the Middle East crisis over , so thoy can start shi pp ing the oil
and exp loiting the people in a peace fu l manner.
•x
x*
Pan: Victnamization seems to me a real grea t joke. If combining the entire
-louth Vietname se army of <)OO,OO0 with 500,000 American troops equi pped
with the best weap ons in the wo rl d cannot defeat the Vietcong and North
Vietnamese , it seems to me absurd to say that Vietnamization will ach ieve our
ori ginal war objective , It is inconceivable , By comb ining the two armies , wc
didn 't reall y g et very far in five years - one of the longest wars we have ever
fought.
Dr. Perez: I don 't think th e reason is hard to find. There is a missing ingredient.
From the average Vietnamese , whether North or South , our presence lias very
littl e popular support. Even thoso who are unti- Communist-- with the exception
of a few people we have , in a sense , bought and paid for - would rather solve the
problem themselves...I don 't lliirik the average South Vietnamese sees this war as
we do , as a crusade against the communists. If he sees it in any way, 1 t hink h e
wishes we 'd get the hell out and leav e him alone.
•x-

*¦

*

Dr. Perez: The main thing that bothers me ri ght now is that we just don 't have
time. I believe those peop le wh o sugg est that nobo d y und er the age of thirty
bother to take out life insurance , that it 's not much of an investment. The life
expectancy of our species « unless we do something reall y drastic -- is
measurable not in centuries but in ilecados. That 's what bothers me about this
war -• we are literall y fiddlin g in Vi etnam when the human species is threatened
with n serious possibility (if not probabil ity) of annihilatio n...If there is any
valu e in these ridicu lous tri ps to the moon , it should be as a preview ot what we
might be turning our own world into. It looks nic e to look back from the moon
and see the world; one should look ot the moon and think , "This is what we 're
turning o ur p lan et into , "

DAN FORTH LECTURE

The Danfortli Visiting Lecturer
Program will sponsor a lecture by Dr. Henry
Margenau on Thursday, April 22. Professor
Margenau is a leading authority on the
philosophical foundations of physics at Yale.
Margenau 's lecture topic will be "The Role of
Science in Human Experience." The lecture
will begin at 7:30 in Given Auditorium. He
will also be available on Friday, April 24 lo
meet -with students and classes of Professors
Hudson and Clark. Dr Margenau has a diverse
background in nume rous scientific societies
and has served on several editorial boards of
scientific journals. Margenau is particularl y
noted for his contributions to physics and
should be of interest to students and faculty
with his lecture and informal interviews
afterwards.

DON'T M ISS THIS
The Colby Symphony Orchestra will
present their last concert of this year on
Sunday, April 26. The program includes
works ranging from the Baroque to the
Romantic periods: Corelli , Concerto for Oboe
and Strings; Gluck , Alccstc Overture;
Beethoven , Turkischer March and Piano
Concerto No. 5 in E-flat , Op. 73; Brahms,
Hungarian Dances Nos. 1 and 111; and Bizet ,
Carmen Suite No. I.
The Piano Concerto , the "Emperor "
will lie preformed h y Tibor Yusti , the
artist-in-residence at the Oklahoma College of
Liberal Arts. Mr.- Yusti has played all over the
world ; Europe , Central and South America ,
the United States and Canada.. The New York
Times said of him: "His personal theories
about piano techni que and interpretation
seem very good and he has devoted himself
assidously to putting them into practice. His
play ing was most effective. "
The oboe solo in Corelli's Concerto
will be played by Margaret Frizell. She is u
senior at Colby and has been firs t oboist with
the orchestra since transferring to Colby from
the University of New Hampshire.
There will he no admission charge for
students.

BLACK OUT
Thi s Satur day th e HUh , I he
Student Organizalioii for Muck Unity is
presenting a Free Film Festival entitled Black
Out. The fest ival will start al I :00 and run till
5:00 mid resume again at 7:00. The festival
will present films and film makers discussing
the contemporary
problems within the
industry, in the under ground and the world
surrounding the film maker , The schedule for
the symposium is as follows:

EXAMS

ROOMS

FROM THE REGISTRAR:
Final Examination Schedule
Semester II , 1%. -1970
Below is a skeleton schedule for
second semester examinations . A more
comp lete schedule , listing specific courses,
will be published later in the semester. In the
meantime , this schedule will enable students
and faculty members lo begin to make
summer plans.
FINAL EXAMINATIONS
WILL BE HELD
IN THE FIELD MOUSE
1
2
it
4
5
6
7
it
9
10
11
12
lit
14
15
If)
17
111

2:00, Monday, May 25th
2:00. Tuesday, June 2nd
2:00, Monday, June 1
2:00, Tuesday, May 26th
9:00, Friday, May 29th
9:00,Saturday, May 301h
2:00, Wednesday, Ma y 27lh
9:00, Tuesday, May 26th
9:00, Thursday, May 28th
2:00, Saturday, May 30th
9:00, Monday, May 25th
9:00, Tuesday, J une 2nd
9:00, Wednesday, June 3rd
9:00, Wednesday, May 27th
9:00, Monday, June 1st
2:00, Thursday, May 211th
2:00, Wednesday, June 3rd
2:00 , Friday, May 29lb

* Numbers refer lo the examination numbers
which
appear
on
the
miuuo fgrup hcd
curriculum from which course elections were
made. All courses with the same examination
number will he examined at the same time:
only the sequence has been changed from
Semester I.

JETTE GALLER Y
A sidely acclaime d exhibition of
Maine landscape paintings celebrating the
slate 's sesgniccnlennial is now in display in
the Colb y museum The museums of Colb y,
Itowdoin , and II . of Maine are anions
numerou s sponsors of the showing which will
(ravel throughout Maine this year.
Hu gh (ioiirley III , mu seum director
nt Colby, along with James Carpenter ,
chairman of our Art Department and member
of Ibe Bowdoin museum have arra nged the
exhibit.

FROM THE DEAN'S OFFICE:

4.

In selecting rooms, no changes in
your choice of a single, double, or
trip le can b« made until after
everyone in your class has chosen a
room; then changes will be made in
the same order as the first selection.

5.

No one may hold a double room
without a roommate; nor may two
hold a triple. Students who are
tentatively planning to transfe r are
urged lo sign for single rooms.
Otherwise , they should inform their
potential roommatc(s) that they
may withdraw during the summer ,
because in that case Ibe remaining
roominalc(s) will probably be
moved to different locations for
reasons of space (i.e., from doubles
to single, from tri ples to double), or
they may be assigned a roommate
by the deans.

MEN will draw numbers in the SMITH-HURN
ROOMS , ROBERTS UNI O N

6.

NUMBER DRAWING
Class of 1971
MEN - Thurs d ay, April 30-6:00 P.M.
WOMEN - Wednesday, April 29-4:00 P.M

Classes will draw and select rooms
on a non-quo laed basis from senior
through sophomore.

7.

Individuals may draw in with
roommates fro m other lower
classes. These pairs , however ,
choose rooms at the end of the
senior members' class.

tt .

Onl y those previousl y approved by
the Dean of Students will be
allowed off campus - this includes
fraternity men.

9.

It is predicte d that rooms in
dormitories will be exhausted
before all sophomore men are
placed. Sop homor e men cannot ,
therefore , assume thai they can live
off campus. They will he required
lo negotiate with those fraternity
houses having known vacancies for
alternative housing.

10.

The Office of the Deans of
Students is in charge of housing.
Any changes after room drawing
must be cleared throu gh the deans.

11.

Housing vacancies may come up
during the academic year 19*70-71;
however , placement in any vacancy
is a decision of the deans.

WOiVlEN will draw numbers in the IIUIID
ROOM of RUNNALS UNION
MEN will draw numbers in the SMITH-I IURN
ROOMS, ROBERTS UNION
NUMBER DRAWING
Class of 1971
MEN - Thursday, A pril 30-6:00 P.M.
WOMEN - Wednesday, April 29-4:00 P.M
Class of 1972
MEN - Thurs, April 30 - 6:30 P.M.
WOMEN - Thurs, April 30 - 4:00 P. M.
FROM THE DEAN' S OFFICE:
WOMEN will draw numbers in the HURD
ROOM of RUNNALS UNION

Class of 1 972
MEN - Th urs, April 30- 6:30 P.M.
WOMEN - Thurs, April 30 - 4: OO P.M.
Class of 1 973
MEN - Thu rs, April 30 - 7:00 P.M.
WOMEN - Fri , May 1 -4:00 P .M.

RO O M SELE CTI O N

Class of 1971 - Selects Rooms
May 4lh (Monday) d:00 P.M.
•MEN • H urd Room - Roberts Union
¦W OMEN - Hurd Room • Runnals Union
Class of 1972 - Selects Kooms
May l l t b (Monday) 6:00 P.M.
¦MEN *- Hur d Hoom - Roberts Union
-W OMEN- Hurd Room - Runnals Union
Class of 1973 - Selects Kooms
May 14th (Thursday) 6:00 P.M.
-MEN- 1 bird Room - Roberts Union
-W OMEN- Hurd Room - Runnals Union

IMP O RTANT NOTES
I.

Only those whose, room deposits
have been paid are eligible to draw
number s, If you do not know
whether your deposit has been
paid , you should check with the
Treasure r's Office.

2,

Certain rooms have alread y been
assigned before room drawing takes
place. These will be indicated on
the. room charts available at room
drawing and are rooms that have
bhen chosen by student assistants
and advisors of freshmen.

PHASE I

film s and film maker in (liven Auditorium
1:00 Randy Ahholl
dir ector of the Studio Museum Film Workshop
2:00 J aiues lliulon
president of Harl e m Audio-visual I' rod. In c.
:i:()0 SI. Clnir Ronnie
Producer , N ational Educational Television
4:00 James Minnies
President ol'Jyaniie Productions

PHASE II
7:00 f i lm ra p in R o bert s Union

HANDS INS
Any organization committee , or
individual member of Ibe college who would
like lo submit announce ments or news for I lie
News Uriel 's section of the ECHO should si..'
cither Charles llogiin
or leave their
information in the News envelope in the
Kill 10 office .

it ,

Certain other rooms are being
reserved for freshmen and these ,
loo , will lie crossed out on the on
Ibe room charts after the Hcniors
draw ,

SUNDAY!!!
The
Colb y
Stud e nt
Mu si c
Associates will presen t their fifth concert of
the season with a performance b y "Music
From Marlboro ". This group, which performs
with u su a ll y four lo eigh t noted chamber
players , presents a side variet y of chamber
music in a "Marlb oro'-' style . This concert , the
final eoncrl of Ibe Student Music Associates
for (his academic yenr , will he held Sunday,
A p ril 1 9 a l 11:00 p.m, in (liven Auditorium .
Tickets should he obtained in advance .

PRIORITIES COMM ITTE E STYMI ED
One of the most significant achievements of Colby's
Constitu t ional Conven t ion last fa ll was the establishment of a
Financial Priorities Committee. This committee was designed to
study the adequacy of the college's progra ms an d activities in
relation to the college's resources.
Unfortunately after only three meetings the FPC has met
a major road block which could endanger the very existence of
the committee itself. Tie committee is chaired by
Vice-President Williams and also includes Dean Johnson from
the Administration, faculty members Richard Kellenberger,
Yacger Hudson, and Paul Machemer, and student
representatives N ick N ash, Dave Freeman, and Swift Tarbell.
The threat to the FPC's ability to function results from
Chairman Williams, who is in charge of the college's b u dget,
refusing to give his committee access to individual department
budgets. All that is available to the committee is the college's
total budget figure which is Sl,076,497. .Without more of a
budget breakdown, the FPC cannot be effective. This was made
clear by Professor Machemer at the committee's last meeting
when he said that he know more about financial priori t ies an d
the budget before any meeting of the FPC.

For the past two years, the Roberts' Union Community
has been Colby's only coeducational community. This year
there has been a marked increase in demand for such realistic
living situations. The CCS has proposed a coeducational move
to Dana and failing that , will probably ask for some type of
coeducation in Foss-Woodman. At least two groups have
applied for the use of Roberts Union next year, and an
independent group has been working for more than four
months tb institute a coeducational community on the third
floor of Averill. Obviously, it is in this sort of direction that
many Colby students wish to mo with regard to their living
arrangements. Yet the deans have tentatively called a 'one year
moratorium' on coeducational communities.

P and W

As its final production , of > the year the Colby College
Powder & Wig Dramatic Society will present Paul Foster's
"Tom Paine" at the Waterville O pera House Friday and
Saturday, evenings, April 24 and 25 at 8 p.m.
The play, which has been presented all over the world
and translated into most European and Asiatic languages, deals
in a very contemporary way with the life of the hero of the
American Revolution whose book, "Common Sense", touched
off that war.
When offered in New York, the play was called a
"dazzling, strikingly original theatre experience " hy the critic
for the "Village Voice," and the "New York Times" called it. a
"plit y that is alive nnd vital. "
Performed b y a cast of 15 who play the SO roles, the
drama spills off tlie stage into the auditorium to encompass the
audience in an experience Hint is at times ritual , al times delate
and at limes pure theatre of vision nnd sound.
The Colby cast includes: Nancy Anthony, James Bubar ,
Cindy Canoll , Jeff Curly, David Chcovcr, Peter Glass, John
Molpin , Porlin Iverson , Dehby Kcyos, Karen Krusknl , David
Lialcowsky, Rob Mayer, Wells Pile , Arland W. Russell III , and
Carter Zcrvns. Russell and Cliccvcr piny two sides of the hero of
the piny: his decrepit , filthy drunken self , nnd Ihc smooth ,
compassionate self of the reputation.
Like "Marat/Sado , produced by the Colby group two
yours ago, "Tom Paine" Includes songs, burlesque dances , chora l
chant nnd a designed exuberance that recreate for the modern
sensibility Ihc Ideals on which the American Revolution grew.
Tickets, lo bo sold nt Ihe Canaan House In downtown
Watorvlllo , at the Colby College Bookstore and at tho Colby
Spu, are $1.50.

To discuss this and other matters of the FPC, Nick N,ash
and Professor Machemer, at the request of the Board of
Trustees, met last weekend in Boston with the Budget and
Finance Committee of the trustees. This committee is chaired
by Dr. Robert Anthony who told Nash that in specific instances
the FPC proba bly cou ld get specif ic figu res b ecau se th ere is
nothing to hide. Anthony went on to say that the trustees
themselves do not have the figures that the FPC wants. This is
beca u se it is felt by the admin istratio n th at if th ese f igures were
released , people would tend to jud ge dollars against the scholar.
Nash and Machemer discussed other issues with Dr.
Anthony and his committee. One of these was the possible
redistribuHon of professors. At the present time there is no
money available to hire additional professors in the depa r t men ts
where they are needed. It was suggested by a trustee that an
increase in enrollmen t in one depar t ment m ea nt a decrease in
another. Therefore , h e said th e professo rs sh ould be
reappo rt ioned accor d ingly.
Another idea brought up was the hiring of an expert in a
field not taught at Colby. This could be done in cooperation

The Averill group, which began as an offshoot of CCS s
Human Development group has been formulating a program
since December. The group, consisting of nine men and nine
women , has put forth a formal pr oposa l invo lving a n acad emic
program including group dynamics and communication
tcchiques to be taught by Dr. Thomas Easton. They h ave a lso
enlisted the non-academic advisorship of Sociology Professor
Steven Marks, and have decided to ask for the top floor of
Averill after early winter consultation with the deans. The
group received encouragement from the deans at that time.
When the time came for official approval of the plans, the deans
had reversed their position and gave the students a tentative no,
At least one group asking to be in Roberts next year has been
working on their proposal since last fall. They have submitted a
list of name s and the name of a tentative advisor, feeling that
careful preparation would overcome the problems that the
deans feel faced Roberts this year. At the time of submittal , the
deans were also receptive to their idea; however, within the past
month this group has also encountered the same arguments
from the deans.
The deans explained to both groups that they wanted to
take a year off from having any community to study the
Roberts
group and other coeducational groups would
necessitate approval of all the others and they stressed the fact
that having men and women on one floor or having more than
one community on campus would "comp letely change the
image of Colby College," a decision that would necessitate a
major policy change.
The students concerned disagree. Discussing the decision
among themselves, Ellen Miller said that "to allow experiments
by such a small minority of the campus would not have to
change college policy. " Andy Koss added that further
experimentation would "give the deans and 'The Board of
Trustees n broader basis for their evaluation of the eventual
direction Colby is to move in. " Gary Lawless felt that there was
no reason why a full year must be taken out to evaluate the
Roberts "Communities of the last two years and that such an
action was a step backward s in the face of a demnnd for more
coeducational opportunities , ft was (he concensus of these
¦
students that although other groups would be severely
disappointed and angered if only one were permitted , certainly
nil the groups would ugrec that one group is better than none.
As Ken Risen pointed out , with the advice and consent of the
Rights and Rules Committee and/or the trustee committee on
Student Affa irs, a fa vorable decision could be legitimately
reached in time to implement communities for next year. But
the decision must bo reached before room drawing begins on
April 28th,

with Bowdoin and Bates, and the professor could teach at a
central location. A. third topic discussed -was Colby's use of
National Educational Television, which the college now
su pports, but does not use.
Possibly the most significate subject discussed in Boston
last weekend was the breakdown of the college's general fee.
This is $150. and is payed each year by students to cover
student insurance, health services, and to give student
government money to fund college activities.
Unfortunately, no one has been able to obtain a
satisfactory breakdown of the fee, b u t accordin g t o the t r u stees
the insurance and health services are not fully covered by the
fee.
This year student government was given $45,000 from
the general fee, but they were faced with $110,000 in requests
from student activities. For this reason student government
decided , at the urging of the trustees, to seek an increase in the
general f ee to raise student govern ment's budget for next year.
The FPC has many issues to deal with. However, it is
evident that the committee cannot even get off if it is deprived
of its main tool, a budget breakdown.

ctest ra

downin g

Mrs, Doris Loyd Downing, a member of Colby s
administrative staff since 1964, has been appointed associate
dean of students. She will begin her duties at the close of the
academic year succeeding Dean Ellen McCuc Taylor (Mrs.) who
is resigning.
Mrs , Downing received her degree last June summa cum
laude with a distinction in her major, French . Mrs. Downing was
also selected for Phi Beta Kappa, In her new position she will
hold faculty rank as assistant professor of modern languages.
The New Jersey native followed her daughter Patricia ,
1964, as a Colby graduate. Mrs. Downing previously studied at
Smith College.
She is married to Joseph II. Downing. The Downings
made the decision to move to Maine in 1964 "because wc did
not like what was happening cither to the society or to the
environment of suburban New Jersey." That year she joined Ihc
secretarial staff of the admissions office.
Since 1966 she has been secretary to George Coleman,
Colby's registrar,
, i Mrs. Downing was elected an honorary member of Cap
and Gown in 1969. She is a member of Phi Sigma lota, the
national honora ry Romance Language society, and of the
Outing Club.
,, ,
The Dowiiings have six children , four sons and two
daughters, and a grandson.

by David Stratman
The principles of action in a political struggle can only
emerge fro m an understanding of the nature of the struggle. The
struggle to end the war in Vietnam has become a political
struggle in the fullest sense; that is , a movement whose initial
motivation was a sense of moral outrage has developed a
consciousness of the moral, social, and political implications of
our actions in Vietnam, for the third world taken together, and
for American society itself. The fact has been for nine years
now that "we are burning babies in Vietnam "; it has not been
but for perhaps the past two years that masses of people in this
country have asked why we are doing so and attempted to
answer that question in any systematic and politically acute
way . When SDS organized the first massive march on
Washington in 1965, the partici pants believed Vietnam to be a
great mistake, an aberration of American policy which, once the
government was made aware of its mistakenness, the
government would correct. The 1965 march was quiet and
obedient, a tug at the shirtsleeves of the leaders to make thein
aware. The 1967 march was maneuvered, by the government
and by liberal (i.e., not radical) groups, into a civilly obedient
exercise of civil disobedience; it was directed at the Pentagon
which, the marchers felt, as both the symbol and the real center
of death-directe d power in the United States, was destroying
Vietnam and the quality of American life.
The antiwar movement has since that time, especially
since 1968 (1 will mention the 1969 march later), come to see
the war as not an aberration but a deliberate and logical activity
of American foreign policy, and not as the effect of the
Pentagon's gaining control over an otherwise benign American
system, but as the deliberate use of military power to serve the
needs of American capitalism. The war has come to be
understood as essentially imperialist and racist, pursued, in
other words, as policy of the U.S. government to secure the
objectives of the corporate interests which the government
serves and to continue Western (white) domination of peoples
(non-white) subjugated in the period of European colonialism.
In so limited a discussion as this paper, I of course
cannot examine alternative interpretations of so complex an
issue as the war; my intention is to isolate what I consider to be
the one fundamental cause, the sine qua non , of our activities in
Vietnam, and to suggest the consequences of this interpretation.
The objectives of the war as foreign policy is a matter of
much discussion among radical scholars. Harry Magdoff (The
Age of Imperialism, Month ly Review Press, 1969 ) contends that
"What matters to the business community, and to the business
system as a whole, is that the option of foreign investment (and
foreign trade) should remain available "; the business
community 's stake in the war is that , especially in a time when
the princi ple is being widely challenged , the princi ple of an
open door to foreign capital be maintained. Gabriel Kolko's
view (The Roots of American Foreign Policy , Beacon , 1.969)
differs in its emphasis. Kolko insists that "Not a mythical
military-industrial complex but civilian defined goals arc the
source of American foreign and military policy-and the
American malaise." He agrees with Magdoff that American
intervention in Vietnam is not an intrusion into a civil war but
"an effort lo preserve a mode of traditional colonialism via a
minut e, historicall y opportunistic comprador class in Saigon."
The intention of American policy in Vietnam is not onl y to
contain China , Kolko continues, but also lo preserve American
commercial hegemony in Southeast Asia and the Pacific.
Nixon pointed out in his speech November 3, 1969 th at
"Three American Presidents have recognized the great slakes
involved in Vietnam and understood what had to be done." We
kn ow "what had lo be done"; whal Ihc slakes arc is suggested
in stateinenls like this of Henry Cabot Lodge :
lie who holds or has influence in Vietnam can affect the
future of the Philipp ines and Formosa to the easl ,
Thailand and Uurma with their huge rice surpluses to Ihc
west, a nd M a lay sia a nd Ind on esi a with th eir rubb e r , ore
and tin to the south. Vietnam docs not exist in a
geographical vocuum-from it large storehouses of wealth
and population can be influenced nnd undermin ed.
(Boston (Hobe , Feb. 20, 1965 )
The suggestion here is that the Pacific area means
essential raw materials and mnrkcts-profils-to U .S. corporate
interests , and that th e war is being fough t not simply lo

maintain the principle of foreign capital investment. Rudolph
Peterson, President of the Bank of America, makes clear in an
article written for U.S. businessmen that "There is no more vast
or rich area for resource development or trade growth in the
world today than [the Pacifi c region]" ; if businessmen will play
a dynamic role in the trade development of the region, "we
would have giant, liungry new markets for our products and
vast new profit potential for our firms" (Calif. Bus. Mag.,
Sept-Oct 1968). Whether Lodge or Peterson are to be believed is
too large a question to decide here, and does not in fact affect
the nature of the war: it is fought in the interests of the
American corporation.
The war in Vietnam then is an activity of the social and
economic relations of American society. It is also the expression
of the morality and the culture of which the social and
economic structure of society is the basis. Some elements of the
antiwar movement propose to effect the end of the war and real
political change in this country by means of a counter-culture
or cultural revolution. The 1969 march on Washington, by
arrangement of the Moratorium and New Mobe committees,
ended up as a rock festival and counter-cultural celebration
rather than as an effective political action. The two political
do not consider the March
actions of the day ^1
Against Death
on Friday a political action but a demonstration of moral
concern), tlie SDS demonstration at the Department of Labor
and the Yippic attack on the Department of Justice , were
outside the pale of the Mobe agenda (a Mobe rock festival was
going on at the time at the Washington Monument). The attack
on Justice was, I think , irresponsible and ineffective; the SDS
demonstra tion a t Labor was significant in its connecting
oppositien to the war with support for GE workers striking
against die nation 's second largest defense contractor. My point
is that the political activities during the March were in spite of ,
and in the case of the SDS demonstration with t^e hostility of ,
New Mobe and the Moratorium Committee; these organizations
attempted to discourage meaningful change. The slogan of the

Mobe festival, "One, two, three, many Woodstocks" cannot be
a tactic for real change for a number of reasons , not the least of
which is that the "cultural revolution," a melange of authentic
culture, a dangerous drug culture, and Madison Avenue hype,
has already become a commodity of American capitalism,
something which hi p entrepreneurs sell and the disaffected
young buy. Moreover, the war, however significant an
expression of American culture, is still only its expression. An
authentic counter-culture will be created, but it will be created
through and -be the expression of struggle against those
institutions which are the basis of the war .
Effective political action against the war must direct
itself against the racial and class structure of American society
and the economic interests that control it. In concrete terms, it
must ally with struggles for black liberation , with militant
workers, and against the controlling interests of corporate
capitalism where it finds such interests-especially on the
movement's home ground , the colleges and universities. The
colleges and universities are for the most part owned and
controlled by the wealthy corporate interests and , especially in
the case of the large universities, their military subsidiaries,
through the trustees (often the same men who control the
corporations) and governing boards and through grants and
military research funding. The universities serve the interests of
the class that rules them. In direct terms, the ROTC programs
produce the officers to fight its wars while university military
research develops the weaponry. What is less obvious but
probably more important, the schools inculcate the ideology
that assures, or is designed to assure, the continuing control of
those interests over society : the ignoring or distortion of black
culture and the political and economic roles of black people in
American society contributes to the continuance of racism;
besides the actual production of officers , the presence of ROTC
programs on campuses legitimatizes the role of militarism in
American life and suggests (perhaps ri ghtly so) that militarism
docs not conflict with the cultural and spiritual values of

middle-class liberal education; the dichotomy between critical
thought and moral action developed in the content and
structure of courses tends to de-moralize thought and to
describe moral action , and to some extent render it, as
anti-intellectual; the class origins of the culture and values
which we leach arc ignored , so that jud gments expressive of the
culture and values of only a particular class in a particular
period of history are asserted to he universal .
Just ns the principles of action of political struggle must
emerge from an understanding of the nature of the struggle,
tactics must be based on an understanding of the nature of
political action. Every political act has n content; if it attempts
to rcdisposc political power it expresses as an act the
^
power-relation it is attempting to rearrange and the
power-relation which it seeks lo establish . The nature of
political action is to unite form and apparent conlent into real
content. The real political content for example of a
demonstration which makes certain demands includes both the
luetics of the demonstration and the demands themselves.
Administrators understand this when thoy refuse to negotiate
with , say, a gr oup of student s occu py ing a campus building,
even though they claim to be sympathetic to the content of the
demands; the extra-procedural nature of the tactic challenges
the authority of those who have established Ihc procedures to
govern , as docs also the calling the proposals demands.
"D emand s" suggests that the n eeds of th e governed determine
wha l iajusl in the university socioly- 'Vcqucsts"or "proposals"
leave the administration or the trustees to whom they arc
responsible lo determine the nature of justice.
Lik e the cont ent of political acti on , its goals tire also, it
seems lo me, tw ofold. One is the achievin g of the ex pressed
goals, the expressed conlent , of the a ction; the other go al , and
most frequently the real effect , of an action is tho development
of th e p oliti cal con sciou sness o f the a ction 's p articipants and
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military has in retaining its favore d position as America 's
wasteful, spoiled child, the first paragraph of Richard Barnet 's
The Economv of Death does much to end it.

by Robert Parry
In 1965 in a letter to the New York TIMES , Richard
Nixon stated his belief that American intervention in Vietnam
was imperative. He wrote : "Victory for the Vietcong..would
mean ultimately the destruction of freedom of speech for all
men for all time not only in Asia but in the United States as
well." In retrospect, the analysis sounds preposterous, hut it
clearly reflects the frame of mind of many of the nation 's
leaders in that generally hysterical year, a frame of mind
known , most commonly, as ignorance.
Critics of the war now talk of the economic
mo tivation for the war, and certainly the desire of many
corporations to make a fast buck and the allurement for the
military to gain rap id promotion and battlefield glory greatly
contributed to America's eagerness to join battle. But in. 1970,
the war is no longer economically profitable ;nor is the military
likely to secure very much more glory. The war which once had
the proportions of a crusade has degenerated into a sordid
example of gratuitous slaughter and mayhem. Moreover, the
war has cast a new and not very complimentary light on the
workings of the military-industrial complex , and that critical
illumination is th reatening the profits of Pentagon programs as
the Congress becomes increasingly hostile and the public
decreasingly sympathetic. A.nd beyond the fate of the military 's
pet extravaganzas, inflation - a direct result of the folly in
Vietnam - lias jumped in to eat away much of the profits and
even more of the public's su pporl.
By June , the Vie tnam war will have cost the United
States SI04. 5 billio n for the last five years alone, making an
average of about $25 billion a year. (I. F. Stone's Bi-Weckly Feb. 9, 1970). This yearl y average exceeds the net costs for all
of World War I (which according to Collier 's Encyclopedia was
82:2,625 million). The war has clearl y been a serious drain on
the economy and the military with more lucrative pel hopes in
jeopard y would most likely be willing lo gel out while still
being able lo blame the "nervous Nellie " civilians for

Mr. Barnet's book , although intended as only a
criticism of our recent military expenditures, becomes as much
a profound denunciation of the American government and of
the people who passively accept its representation. America was
not founded to be a military garrison , yet we maintain the
largest standing army in the world (3.2 million men by June)
This country originall y emerged from a revolution and has
traditionally supported progressive changes even when they
entail some degree of violence, but now in donning the imperial
garb of a Metternich or a Nicholas II , we prop up petty
dictato rs concerned onl y with their own aggrandizement and
palatable to our democratic taste onl y because they bera te
"Communism," whatever that is. We have adopted a policy of
"Pax Americana" and, through our military prowess, strive to
impose it upon all the countries of the world regardless of the
sentiments of those nations '1 inhabitants. This policy has
reached its dep lorable culmination in the Vietnam War.

undercutting the war effort, The longer we slay in Vietnam the
more ineffectual the military appears and the more the. civilians
will look critically at future claims and forecasts about the
omnipotence of our armed forces and the widespread
applicability of military power.
What the military has at stake can best be seen
through budgetary figures. The military allocation for the fiscal
'71 Budget gives the Pentagon $7 .1.1 billion or 35% of total
Federal outlay. This figure is twice the percentage for 1950 and
ex ceeds that year's total by five and a half times. It ranks above
the military expenditures for the most costly year of the
K orean war h y $20 billion or Wfc (I. F. Stone - Feb. 9). As
ghastly as these figures appear (especiall y in comparison with
the paltry $571 million being allocated against air and water
pollution), it must be remembered that they come from an
adm inistration which has unscrupulously concealed the actual
military outlay in a. jumble of economic rhetoric. For instance ,
the $0.5 bill io n f o r war vet er a n s tr a diti onally in clud ed und er
"national defense " has been diverted to a category called "
human resources."
When all such confusions and irregularities are
corrected , Ihc results will resemble Ihc totals for fiscal 1969 in
which defense and dcfcnsc-rclulcd allocations "constituted 7(1.5
pe r cent " of the Budget, (American Militarism 1970 ). As the
Bud get stands n ow and dedu ctin g tru st fund receipt s, the
Pe nta gon still g rabs more than it s fair shar e. In Nix on 's
bud getary pie chart , the military devours 53 cents of every
genera l revenue dollar. "Onl y four tenth s of a cent will go to
save the nir we breathe and the walcr we drink though it may
soon be too late to save them. " (I. F, Stone > Feb 23.).
According to estimates of the Tax Foundation , the average
Arncricon family will this year be sapped $1,250 lo p ay f or our
lavish defense programs.
If there remains any doubt over th e investment the

The ultimate question that faces every American
through the haze of mist and smoke of the Vietnam countryside
is this: what happened to this country - the epitome of reason ,
genero sity, and freedom ¦that could bring us lo wage a war of
such v/anlon brutality upon a peop le as inoffensive lo us as the
baby while seals of Canada are lo their hunter-? Mow could we
in a democracy allow our government to dro p upon the tiny
land of Vietnam (as it plans to do this year) 110,000 Ions of
bombs per month? "That conies lo 2,5 megatons per year , or
125 limes the destructive power of the atomic bomb that
leveled Hiroshima " (Barnel , op, cit.). In the last two years, we
have rained upon their land and inhiliitanls more bombs than
the Allies dropped on all of Europe in the five years of World
War II, How' could the United Stales renounce! all the strength
and respect which our moral , lunnanislic foundations had
provided , for the flimsy, irrational arguments of this
anli-coinmimist slaugh terhou.se?
It is easy lo blame the war on the avarice of
capitalism and our ba sic inclination toward imperialism • and
without a doubt these factors have substantia) importance -but ,
I think , the eenti 'al reason lies beyond these. I do not believe
that either Presidncl Johnson or President Nixon has sal up
nights drooling over liis lucrative cuts from the war profits.
W i th out » d oubt , both men understood the possibility of
reaping political benefits from the war and , in the economic
field , Ihey undoubtedly rece ived strong pressure from some
supporters and cronies lo invent or continue n war for the sake
of their personal gain. Johnson envisioned a quick , successful
war which would elevate liini to a scle .t company of
presidential greats (i.e. James Polk nnd William MoKinloy). And
R ichard Nixon , who in the 1960 campaign boasted that under
th e Eisenhower-Nixon administration not an inch of "Free "
t e rritory had b een l ost lo th e Commi es whil e Truman had
"lost " all of tffiilnland China in 1949, could not sh ow his fa ce nt

Since 1946 the tax payers have been asked to
contribute more than one trillion dollars for national
security. Each year the federal government spends
more than 70 cents of every budget dollar on past,
present, and future wars. The American people are
devoting more resources lo the war machine than is
spent by all federal , state, and local governments on
health and hospitals, education- old-age and
retirement benefits, public assistance and relief ,
unemployment and social security, housing and
community development, and the support of
agriculture. Out of every tax dollar there is about 11
cents left to build American society.

the Orange County John Birch meetings (not to mention the
Tallahassee Country Club) if he "bugged out " on our
Vietnamese allies. These two war presidents have , to a degree,
succumb to political pressures, but these pressures are not solely
from economic groups or from the military. What must be faced
is that both president s have pandered to the anti-communist
fears thai infest a large portion of our citizenry, that the vast
majority of the American people believe in the principles that
led us gleefully for a splash in the Vietnam bloodbath .
The reason that this country could succumb to the
illogic, the insanity of the pro-war arguments is thai we are the
victims of a sel f-perpcluating system of erroneous education
and propaganda . It is my opinion that rather than cynicism and
hypocrisy amongst the controlling officials of this country there
is an ignorance and a naivete about the nature of our "enemies"
which has emerged from the hysteria , the phobia which has , for
fifty years, accompanied the word "Commuj iism." These high
officials are unable to grasp the important re alities of our lime.
Communism, to them , is evil whether interpreted by Tito,
Stalin , or Ho Chi-minh. Obviously, Communism is no longer
monolithic , and "communist" nations more often represent a
nationalistic socialism than anything resembling Stalinistic
totalitarianism - but this they do not see.
Senator Fulbright writes:
The prevalent view among Southeast Asian specialists

Daumier: "The Witnesses"
outside of government is that the Chinese challenge in
Soulh Asia is more political and cultural than
military, thai a strong independent Communist
regime is a more effective barrier to Chinese power
than a weak non-Conununisl regime, thai the Hanoi
government is nationalist and independent , and
accordingl y, once peace is restored - if ever it is North Vietnam will serve as a barrier rather than as an
avenue lo Chinese expansion. ( Progressive - Feb.
1970)
Yet one of the chief justifications for the war is si ill the
prevention of Chinese expansion.
If we withdre w fro m Viet nam tomorrow , very little
would change. Thieu , the "great statesman '" who has stri pped
his people of even their most basic freedoms , would bo replaced
hy a neutralist coalition. The Communists would share iu the
governmen t , and perhaps if the people dec ided that Ihey
wauled unification under the Hanoi government , V ietnam
might become completely communist. There is very little
likelihood , considering the great loss in manpower the nation
has alread y suffered , lhal the Vietcong would want any
substantial purge, Certainly, fewer peop le would he dy ing than
there are now.
As far as I he United Sin Ion is concerned , w e w ould
save an estimated $17 billion a year (the estimated amount lo
maintain support troops in Viet nam), an d thnt m o n e y is
desperately needed if our social ills are not to become'
irremediable. Corporations with Vietnam .investments would
lose as the Vietnamese nationalize their economy, but the loss
would be infinitely less than our present $ .0,000 per minute
and 100 dead per week, Industry may have lo meet higher
prices for resources , bil l as the French found out after freeing
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REVI EW .
COMMUNITY ORCHESTRA PERFORMS
The Colby Community Symphony Orchestra presented
their spring concert on Sunday, March 22 in Runnals Union.
Under the direction of Ermanno E. Comparetti , the orchestra
performed a varied program of five works.
The first piece, Beethoven 's Symphony No. 2 in D Major ,
Op. 36 offered a pleasant opening to the concert. Although the
beginning seemed to lack a bit of togetherness , the symphony
was a pleasing success with noticeabl y nice woodwinds,
especially clarinets and flutes, p lus good co ntinuity in the
handing back and forth of parts, giving a question and answer
effect in the Scherzo. The final Allegro was a fun section to
listen to and probably to play , with an interesting bassoon part.
The forty-minute symp hony left the audience eager for what
was to follow.
After intermission wc were treated to the most enjoyable
part of the concert-Corelli's Concerto for Oboe and
Strings-featuring Margaret Frizzel ('70) as the oboe soloist. She
did a superb job and well deserved the warm reception she

received from the audience.
Bach's Sonata III in E Major followed the solo and was
unfortunately quite a letdown. I did not find the piece either
exciting or even very interesting. It featured Stephen
Kecskemethy on violin and Naydene Bowder on harpsichord
who both did a fine job. I did not find the harpsichord very
satisfying as a solo instrument; you 're hungry for the sound of
it, but it die s before it ever reaches you. A basically boring
piece, but performed well.
Another Bach work followed - The Brandcnbury
Concerto - and although I heard several people say beforehand
that they did not care for the composition, I thoroughly
enjoyed it. Soloists for this were again Margaret Frizzel, oboe;
Stephen Keckeme thy, violin; Elaine MacLennon flute; and John
Rynne, trumpet. Especially notable in the Allegro was the
trumpet part , very high and difficult which Mr. Rynne handled
quite well. There was good balance between the soloists and the
orchestra accompanieinent - even the flute could be heard . Also,

the harpsichord played a nice role here , presenting and
interesting contrast to the other instruments. The Andante gave
us the opportunity for a relaxing interlude and the Allegro assai
presented another difficult trumpet part at the beginning which
was also well done.
The fin al number returned us to Beethoven for his
Egtnont Overture. This was the heaviest piece on the program,
with a stormy beginning. The orchestra had a good full sound
with powerful brass, effective percussion , and good supporting
strings. This piece left you with a wide-awake feeling, surprised
that the concert was over so soon.
The concert was certainly a pleasure and Dr. Comparetti ,
the soloists and the entire orchestra deserve our thanks and our
appreciatio n for all their hard work. The only problem was that
we had to sit in Runnals Union where the only people who can
see anything are those in the front row; after all, half the fun of
going to a concert is watching the musicians. Hopefully, Colby
will someday have an auditorium worthy of -such fine
performances as this one the orchestra offered us.
«*^
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by John Brassil
A long time ago, around December 1968, Apple released
James Taylor, the first album ever recorded by James Taylor.
Many New Yorkers stumbled into their friendly F.W.
Woolworth's and , buried behind the Frank Sinatra , the JT
album festered. Well , they did not buy the album in New York
because "who is James Taylor anyway who is he?" No one
bought the album in Maine because nobod y buys albums in
Maine, So James Taylor did not last long on Apple even though
he was so much more valuable than Mary Hopkin.
Taylor was making a tour of eastern colleges in late
January and did not come lo Colby probably because nobody
asked him since nobody had even heard of him, Well, at
Syracuse University, located in central New York near a big
slum, students packed a local coffeehouse for all three shows
nightl y for three stra ight evenings. This proves that New
Yorkers have become fond of sweet baby James. Now , all that
remains for this fellow is to gel his music into Maine. Tor while

Portland Records (this areas prime record distributor) OLVES
Bobb y Sherman and his ilk , they won 't touch James Taylor.
The Apple record consists of twelve songs, eleven by
Taylor. My own favorite is "Something 's "Wrong " basicall y
because I like its Baroque arrangement. But his consistent
strength resides in his own fine sharp guitar work heard in "Just
Knockin ' 'Round the Zoo", "Takin' It in ", and "Something in
die Way She Moves". As an aside, congratulations to Beatle
George Harrison for depending upon JT for the inspiration
needed to produce the hit "Something". Someday I'm going to
do an article about the Beatles as cheaters. Getting back lo
James, side two features "Carolina In My Mind", a number
which moves with such a slippery gra ce you 'll want to listen to
it over and over again. The lyrics arc perfectly suited for his
ambiocious vocal sty le:
There ain 't no doubt in no-one's mind that loves the
finest thing around
Whisper something soft and kind

And hey babe the sky s on fire I'm dying ain 11 gone to
Carolina in my mind.
The gentle clarity of Taylor's music is accompanied by an
excellent modal balance. His folk work is particularly engaging
4s heard in "Rainy Day Man". His blues style is buried a little
because his voice fails to show anything much bluer than a dull
violet.
Personally, I've enjoyed this album more than any other
I've heard in the past two years. A few listeners have
complained about tlie presence of strings in every other song.
Yet, I believe that aspect of the arrangements to be fairly
essential to this particular collection of songs. The variety
Taylor gives us is important because it captures tlie listener's
attention and never bores him. 1 have wondered whether that
variety could be sustained without the string section , and I got
my answer when his second album was recently released on
Warncr-7 Arts, Sweet Baby James. You should buy that album
too. One word of warning. If you can not stand people who sing
in a monotone, don't bother listening , Still, he's fun.
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by Richard Randazzo

Th e M onday n ight meeting of Student Government

started with a report by Dick Kleinbcrg concerning the activities
of the Student Music Associates for Ihc coming year. He said
that as of this dale the contracts have not been formalized but
will be soon. He further noted thai the format for some of the
artists will be here for thre e day periods. During the three days
they will give two public concerts, and the rest of the time will
lw. spent in re sidence , "i.e." they will give lecturing concerts to
groups of students.
The question of the use of the Chapel as a location for
school functions wuch as lectures was raised. It was stated that
of th is the ehaplin had verluall control of the building and
would nol allow some types of functions occur. It was
•suggested tha t the Social Life Chairman look inlo this to find
out whether the facility could he put to a greater use.
To ny Manimur eo then introduced a motion lo bring Ihc
EPC's Pass/ Full p lan bef ore the faculty for u vot e. The motion
met with some opp osition from a group advocating thai the
system 's cut off point ought lo be a "D" instead of the

recommended "C". They argued that the plan was defeating its
own purpose in thai a "C" is considered respectable and that
the student 's intent in taking a course on Pass/Fail would in
actuality be to protect himself from the "D". Therefore , Ihey
wanted to lower the standard,
In re ply lo th is Tony declare d that if credit from this
plan was to he transferred to another college, th e oth er ' college
invariable would nol accept a course whose standard is one of
"D". Thu s, the standard of "C" would be protecting the
student in case he desires to transfer. The motion passed.
The new members lo Ihc Faculty meetings were then
ele c t ed: Ann O'Haninn , Bob Gordon , Nick Nash , J eff Pnrncsa,
Rich McGill , Charlie Hogan and Steve Orlov.
A motion was then presented that any tickets nol
returned by the lust day of exams not be accepted for refund,
Th i s ref ers t o th e ti ck et s for th e B a nd con cert and lo Colby
students, The motion was passed.
Carolyn Additon mentioned that her committee had
voted to accept three students through the Open Door Fund
hut tha i more mo n ey was n eed ed lo Insure thnt these students

could receive aid for their entire four year stay. She expressed
the hope that anyone knowing of a possible source of revenue
should sec her so that her committee could approach it.
Ni ck Nash reported that he had spoken with th ree
members of the Board of Trustees. He asked th em the
feasability of getting a larger allocation for the coining year. He
was told that this would be impossible. It was recommended to
him that the gen eral fee mi ght be raised and that all add iti onal
funds would go directly to Student Government. This idea
appealed lo some and not to others. A motion wns made to
hold a refe rendum askin g the student t o v ote cither to leav e the
fee where it is or to raise it either $25 or $10, It was passed,
Swif l Turbcll then asked for un allocation of $4700 to
cover the cost of the Youngbloods , The Swallow and another
gr oup to play for a all Campus party following Ihc Tim Hardin
concert. As it now stands Hardin will play Friday at 8 P.M .
followed by the party and Sunday the Youngbloods will play in
the afternoon. Combined cost will be $1.00 as compared to
$2.50 for each concert if attended separately. The motion
passed easily.
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CARS WELL NOMINA TION
by John Brassil
The dramatic defeat of the nomination of G. Harro ld
Carswell to tlie Supreme Court was a stunning blow to the pride
of President Nixon. In a manner reminiscent of his November
1962 outburst, the President pouted and could not or would
not see that the failure was his and not that of the press nor of
the Senate's iior even of the South's.
Nixon 's blunders in the Carswell incident have been
numerous. During the Carswell debate Nixon exhibited a total
lack of comprehension of the constitution. In the constitution
the President's power to appoint is perfectly clear, but the
Senate's power to check his appointive power is just as explicit.
Nixon seems to believe that his power, because of his own ideas
as to what the country needs right now, should take pre cedent
over what the Senate may set as the limits to which he can go in
pursuit of the realization of a "Nixon Utopia ". It was foolish to

press the issue of Carswell's nomination because of the personal
anguish the affair must have caused the nominee and more
importantly, because of the further damage inflicted the
nation 's image of the High Court.
Yet , the major issue which finally surfaced during the
debate was one of quality. Nixon promised a new court-one
which would differ from the Warren court. He appointed
Burgcr-a "strict constructionist " (hard-liner) and his choice was
accepted quickly - because there was no question as to the
qualifications of the Judge to act on the court. He then chose
Haynsworth to fill Fortas ' seat. Well , Haynsworth , it turns out ,
isn't much better than Justice Fortas. A strange choice from a
President who wanted to restore respect for law in the U .S.
After Haynsworth's rejection, the President digs deeper into the
dross and finds an excellent representative of the Silent
Majorit y in the south. All was going pretty well until Sen.

Hruska announced on CBS news that we need a C or D student
on the court. All these Frankf urters and Brandeises were not
REPRESENTATIVE of "average thinking ". For God' s
sake, who ever said the Supreme Court was representative of the
great unwashed? Even tlie Great Unwashed (Silent Majority),
whether they admit it or not , hopes that there's some people in
Washington with some learnin' and brains.
Nixon has, since he took office , appealed to mediocrity.
He makes the mediocre feel that , "he's one of them" and will
get people to see things their way. This is fine until tlie
mediocre start getting tlie shaft from a group of politicians
(conservative Republicans) whose primary interest lies in the
area corporate success and not in human endeavor. One qualty
of American life is not a function of the GNP or tlie ABM. But
up until now , a lot of people have been believing Nixon when
he hints that it is just that.

FRATERNITIES
by Jeff Parness
It is a p ity that the average student is limited in his
ability to cope with all the problems which surround him. Thus,
while facing such issues as black enrollment , poUution , and the
Vietnam War , the student loses sight of many of the other
topics which concern him. One such topic is the fraternity. The
conditions at the 9 fra ternities here at Colby arc one of the
most serious, yet one of the most disregarder , problems the
community faces. For at least the past four years, pledging of
fraternities has become less and less attractive to the incoming
fresh man.
The reason behind this decreasing enrollment in
fraternities is not concerned with the caliber of the people in
the frats themselves. Rather , it is concerned with the basic rules
and traditions which most fraternity men arc subject to. The
rules underl ying admission, living accomodations , social
functions, etc, have a very slow process of alteration (if any),
The traditions arc equally as difficult lo change . Thus, while
school policy has been one of integrated dorms, fraternity row
continues to segregate itself from the girls' dorms. While the

social trends now seem very diverse, many fraternities continue
to offer only blaring bands and foamy beer. There is no
outward attempt to destroy some of the traditional notions
surrounding certain fraternities.
Without some quick and drastic action , fraternities at
Colby will become a thing of the past. This is regretable for
these institutions of brotherhood have much lo potentiall y
offer. The righ t mixture of energy, creativity, and luck is
needed.
Relow is a list of possible changes; all deserve prompt and
thorough examination if this is not already underway.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The need to convince the average student that a
fraternity is more than just a social club.
Necessity for many of Colb y 's national chapte rs
lo go local.
A louder and more powerful voice for IFC on
campus (ic, more than organizing sports activities)
Possible integration oi fraternity row
Total revamp ing of both membershi p app lications
and procedure for Iheir acceptance.

-ieorgc iseadle , Noliel prize winning geneticist , gave the I'hi Beta
Kappa lecture Tuesday nigh t on "genetics , intelligence and
education" Beadle is President Emeritus of the University of
IChicago.

STU-G REFERENDUM
and Wig requested $0,000 mid wns forced lo accept $1,200. In
the past year Student Government has also undertake n the
funding of several new and well received programs such us the
.Colb y Student Music Associates. The Budge t and Finance
Committee of the Board of Trust ees has informed Student
Government Dial there is only one way ' it can obtain more
funds for next year, and that is hy increasing Hie present
Genera ) Fee of 150 dollars . On e hundr e d per nent of Ibis
in c r e a se w i ll r e turn lo Stud ent Gov ernm ent , and th e stud e nt
bod y, On Monday, A pril 20th , Student Government will hold a
re
ferendum lo determine student reaction lo the increasing of
STU-G
BUDGET
STUDENT REQUESTS
I he General Fee b y eilher ten , or Iwcnly.f'ive dollars. This
1967-1960
$30,000
over $40,000
would mean an increase of funds for student use b y either
196(1.1969
.$30,000
over $40,000
I 5,000 or .'17,000 dollars . This means an increase in the number
1969- 1 970
$45, 000
ove r $1 10 ,000
of lectures, concerts , plays, and oilier sluilcnl activities . This
will also mean a decrease in the .fees cjiarged for events such as
The Administrations act of increasing Stu-G' s bud ge t
llig Socinl weekends. Student Uover ninenl recommends that
last year far fro m alleviated the financial pr oblem, when you lake this opportunity to directly improve your everyday
requests increased by approximately 65,000 dollars. This gives si tuati o n n l C o lb y. Vole Monday, and pl ease support this
Stud ent Government little choice but lo partially, or totally
Stud ent ( loverninenl proposal.
curtail many student activities, Exam ples are numerous. Powder
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
To the students of Colb y College :
In recent months it has been demonstrated that many
elements of Colby College need greater funds lo function
properl y. Student Government and student activities are no
exception, They have faced continually increasing frustration in
trying lo meet the needs of the student bod y for more social
and intellectual activities lo supplement their college education ,
The problem of the 1/isl few years can he compared , and expand
as follows;
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those to whom tlie action is visible. The political
consciousness~and by the phrase I mean here the moral and
social along with the narrowly political understanding-which
can effect the radical transformation of American society can
only be developed in a dialectic of action and thought.
Concretely this means that we learn by doing and by anal yzing
the implications of our actions in their mora l, social , economic
and cultural context. The development of political
consciousness, of the realization that we arc each together
involved in a struggle lo transform and recreate the social
conditions of our existence and the more acute understanding
of in what those conditions consist , seems to me at this stage of
our efforts the real and most important fruit of political action.
If by real or expressed content a political action tends lo
blunt or distort that consciousness, the action is
counterproductive. This is an extremel y important point . The
antiwar movement cannot be stopped by Nixon unless he stops
Ihc war; and even that unlikely event could not stop the larger
movement thai antiwar action , along with black struggles, has
spawned. Some liberal politicians and businessmen , however ,
the peop le of considerable status who until recentl y endorsed
the war hut , now that it is fashionable and in some contexts
politically necessary at least to make an appearance of
opposition , arc joining the movement , have the ability at least
temporarily to impede ils progress. The tactic used to blunt Ibe
movemenrs effect is to attempt to alter the political conlent of
ils demands. The Vietnam Day Moratorium Committee , for
example , begun b y a liberal businessman and staffed by reform
Democratic Parly people , with ils powerful press support
worked to oppose the war , but on terms thai distorted Ihc war 's
significance . The y did not oppose it us an activity of America n
imperialism but primaril y as a bad investment. Liberal college
presidents , cooperating with the October Moratorium , signed a
letter expressing their opposition also ("as individiuils ")--on the
grounds thai the war lakes money from Ihc colleges and makes
the students difficult lo control. The point is not who opposes
the war , but on what grounds and with wha t idea of ils
significance . The movement docs nol need the people who
distort rather than contribute lo its unde rstanding; it developed

by Debbie Anderso n
Charlie aud Dana are two young boys from Dorcester
and Roxbury , Massachusetts who usuall y spend their summers
in hot , rutted streets playing stickball or in dark , crowded
tenements watching T.V . In the evening Charlie sits out on his
long front steps watching the older kids reving up for their
nights wanderings. Silentl y lie watches the battered '56 Chevies
go by and listens to the staccato cries of his younge r brother
upstairs gr tlie inevitable bitter exchange between his mother
and father. The air lie breathes is heavy with exhaust fumes and
blasted by police sirens. In Ibis frantic and clinging
cnviommcnl , 10 year old Charlie and Dana are essentially
invisible. They don 't count for much.
Summer day camps, such as Camp Pilgrim in Dorcester ,
Mass. provide crucial learning experiences for the otherwise
invisible Dana 's and Charlies of our cities. Camp Pilgrim was
started four years ago by Rev. David Venator with a "VW bus
and six kids. It now includes a church building for a center and
three big yellow school buses each loaded with 40 campers and

eight counselors for the daily trips out of the dense , concrete
ghetto. In comparision to the hundreds of highly organized and
well-financed camps for which New England is reknowncd ,
Camp Pilgrim is a bit shaddy and unequi pped. It 's rough
running a day camp in a city with limited funds and "hazardous
conditions". But Camp Pilgrim is there in the city where it is
needed. Everyday that the grimy boredom and greyness from
nonrecognition yield to expressions of warmth and exuberance
ui Charlie and Dana , it makes the camp worth it.
Like many other city camps , Camp Pilgrim operates on a
wafer-thin budget. Every year it is a desperate and uphill fight
to raise enough funds to keep the camp going. Necessities, not
luxuries , are hard to come by.
This Saturday night, Rodger and Diane, reknowned up
and down the Kennebec for the splendors of their folk bag, will
perform an especially promising concert to benefit Camp
Pilgrim. Rodger 's slender and sensitive guitar , and Diane 's
rain-water pure tones can be heard in the Paper Wall at 9:00.
Admission is SI.

its strength in spite of them.
The decision of what is to be done is determined by what
can be achieved. To decide this we need first to realize what
cannot be achieved in the context of American society with its
present social and economic distribution of power and the
economic system on which this distribution is based. What we
cannot achieve in this context is the wholesale reordering of the
priorities of the governcmcnl , the interests which it serves, and
the values which American society lives by; wc cannot effect an
end lo racism of secure economic and cultural justice for the
poor or the working class; we cannot contain the power of the
Pentagon to make war or the need of corporate interests to
make it; we cannot end the progressive dchumanization of
American culture; and wc cannot bring about an end lo the war,
wherever it is fought. What cannot be achieved within the
context of society as it is presentl y constituted determines then
what is to be done.

code of individual responsibility, imposed by the U.S. and the
Allies on "war criminals" at Nurernburg and Tokyo, require
actions from American citizens to terminate the atrocities being
committed systematicall y against the Vietnamese people. If a
person believes that the existing democratic pro cess does not
provide the means to end the war (as in '68 it patently did not),
then refusing to be a good German , striking out violently
against the government , and bringing the war back home is a
morally responsible act. On the short run , however, it may
prove an ineffectual tactic.
For those people who find the war revolting and
desire to end it immediatel y, probabl y the most effective way
will be to conduct a massive educational and political campaign
to reawaken tlie minds and emotions of the American peop le
and there b y put heavy pressure on the polilicans in Washington .
This formula has proved disappointing in the past (although it
did destroy Johnson 's open-ended escalation policy), hut if the
real intent of the anti-war people is to overhaul national
priorities and lo lurn America away from its imperialistic ,
war-like tendencies , then free and unlimited debate remains the
most plausible means. Renouncing discussion totall y in favor of
violence would provoke a massive reaction , convulse this nation
into a blood y war, and probabl y hand over the American
government and its awesome nuclear power to the likes of
Wallace or Maddox.
But no one can prescribe the righ t way lo protest Ihc
war in Vietnam nor the best way to correct the more
fundamental sicknesses in the American national character.
Whal is important is thai each person work toward the goal of
an American society free from the evils of racism and
exploitation and an American government concerned with
milking this country the best possible nation and nol obsessed
with dictating to other peoples arbitrary values.
The anli-war people have one substantial factor on
their side - those politicians in Washington who are generall y
ralher pig-headed are also basically unprincipled and there fo re
will respond to the sheer weight of active popular pressure. As
Saul Alinsk y - political sage and "professions! radical" - wry ly
slates: "Inv a r ia bl y, the right things get done for (he wrong
reasons."
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Algeria , new countries needing money are willing to make fair
bargains whe ther Ihey back East or West, In short , the probable
consequences of quilling the war arc far less horrifying than the
certain repercussions of slay ing in. As Kulbrighl puts it ,
Our basic asset , which neither the Johnson nor Ihc
Nixon
Administrat ion
has been willing lo
acknowledge , is tluil this war is not now and never
has been essential lo our interests , essential , thai is, to
the freedom and safety of the American people. The
exact terms of peace, do nol , the refore , mailer very
much fr om the .standpoint of American interests , hut
Ihc early restoration of peace nuillers enormousl y
because every day that this war goes on the sickness
of American society worsens, (Progressive - Feb,
l«J 7ll)
The next question , of course , is how do the anti -war
people effect an end to the war. Some recommend organizing
guerrilla action against the government and those companies
profiteering fro m the war. Morall y speaking, th e American
heritage of a governme nt "of the people " and the international
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THESE ARE YOU R
REPRESENTATIV ES

CONTEMPLATE THIS
NAVEL

BACK PROJ ECT
YOUR SLIDES

On April 18, Saturday nig ht , Ihc
International Relations Club will present a
cabaret-style Middle Eastern festival , whi c h
will f eature a Middle Eastern band and a bell y
dancer. There will be Middle Eastern food and
dancing. It will be at 8 P.M. in Runn als
Union. Ti ckets will SI.50 for Colby students
and S2.50 for oth ers.

Director of Student Activities , Mr.
Far) Smith, announced Ilia! any student or
faculty member may offe r lo liim col led ions
of slides for display in the Roberts Union
Callery. A slide projector has been available
for display of any type of collection of slides
by a member of the college . Please contact
Mr. Smith, in R oberts Union for further
inf ormation.

IFC
The Inlcr- F ralcrnily Council has
established a study commission lo investigate
th e fr a t e rnity stru c tur e a t Colby , its future
here , and suggestions and iimovalious that
might be considere d that would belter adapt
the fraternity system lo Colb y now and in the
future. The Commission is composed of IFC
chairman,
president
Bill
Williamson ,
admini strators Dean Quiliin , Mr. Frank
fraternity
Stevenson ,
and
Mr.
Kany
representatives Hill Madden , Rrian Cooke, and
independent Charles llogan. The Commission
has arrange d meetings with all of Ihc
fr aternities on campus during April and May
lo discuss the pre sent and f u t u r e stand ing ol
each of the houses and any proposals that
Ihey may have toward s redirecting Ihc image
and activities of the gralernily structure al
C o lb y. Meetings with groups of independents
li re also expected lo he arranged. A progress
report is expected lo be issued before the end
of this year and a comp lete report with
findings and
recommendations will be
submitted earlv next semester.

Sliidenl and faculty chairman and
siMTclnrics of all college eoinnii llees are
remind ed that comp lian ce w i t h the recent
dir ective h y Slu-C mid President Strider
concerning Ihc siihinilWmcc of all minutes and
iiiein o i'iiiKliiins lo Mr. Kany, udininislralive
assistant lo the President (I copy ) and
¦Sliidenl ( iovernnicnl (2 copies) would he
appr eciated, A file h y Mr. Kany, Slu-C , and
KCIIO is being made of nil eoininillee actions
and m i n u t e s whi ch will be open for re fe rence
In all ineinlie rs of the college,

Appreciation "
<\ pril I'J: " E n v i o r i n n e n l a l
Easlon
at 1:30
Dr.
presented by
and Harrison Richardson , state
legislator at 3:00. both in LS 5.
A pril 20 M yrick Freeman speaks on effluent
charges. Dunn Lounge.

FOSTER AT COLBY
In conjunction wi th the Powder
and Wig production of Tom Paine Paul
Foster, the author of the pl ay, will be at
Colby Sunday , Apr il 26. Foster will deliver a
talk and discussion in Given A u d i t o r i u m at
3:00 p .m.

1 :00 p.m. Film : "End of a River ".
Lovejoy Auditorium.
Discussion.
2 :00 p.m P a n e l
Runnals (l yni
lien Hang. Sect I Paper
Co.
Robert
Patterson.
National
Resource
Council
H arrison
Richardson.
State Legislature
John MaeNamara . King
Resources Oil
Peter
lira d f o r d .
federal-state eo-ordinal or
Charles Major , professor
of Zoology . II . of Maine
7: 30-f( :30Gordoii Hok. folksinger.
Given .
discussion
I.:,' .0 p. in. I n f o r m a l
groups. ( liven .

Dean Ouillin announced tha i three
coals stolen from a f r a t e r n i t y parly last year
have
been
recovered and slill
remain
unclaimed. Two of the overcoats are women 's
and one is men 's sty le . Suffi cient descri ption
of these coats will he necessary before Ihey
will lie returned, All questions and reipicsls
should be directed lo the Dean 's office .

SUBMIT SLI DES
The Development Office in Kuslis
needs color transparencies of scenes from the
Co lb y c ampu s, 3,r> min or larger. These photos
must be of good q u a l i t y , t o he enlarged Imprintin g. It would he greatly appreciated he
the Development Deparlinenl if any person ,
sliidenl or faculty, would be willing lo lend or
sell them slides. Credits will he given on
accepted.
Call
or
see
photos
Frank
Steph enson or F.arl Smith «'oiieern ing this
mailer.

Th e Rights and link's Coininiltce of
th e I'ollegc has been acti vated w i t h a full
agenda already before it, Proposals concerning
a cn-t .Ideatio nal dorm with academic stains
similar lo the Center for Coordinaled Sludies.
dru g regulation re form , d ormitory rule in
li ght of proposals for "dorm auton omy ",
aut omobile regulation changes, etc. include
many of Ihc non-ii eadeniie discussions nnd
de cisions that lie befo re (he cumin It Ire for
consideration. Views by members of Ibe
college on these issues will serve lo he very
hel p ful lo the ineinliers of the Cominillee in
arriving ill conslnielive solutions lo the above
quest Ions., Issues non-a eadeini e In niiliire may
lie brou ght
befo re. Ihc eoininillee for
con sideration.

Mairs ,
Discussion
Donald
chairman of Maine Board of
Pesticide Control. 3: 30, Given
Audit orium.
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NOW THA T WINTER'S
GONE...

RIGHTS & RULES
MORE ON
COMMI TTEES *

The following schedule contains all of
the events of (he Etiviornmcnlal Teach-In and
other events related to il:

April 21

COMMITTEE QUESTIONS
Any
queslions
thai
recent
appointees, holli faculty and students, migh t
have concerning the ir roles on college
mmmilt.es should be directed lo the
chairman of their resp ective commit lee.
President Strider has released a list of all
college committees , th eir chairmen , and
members for means of clarification. Th is list
ciin he obtained from Iliis office. Ouesl ions of
liurpo.se, actions , meeting limes , etc. should
lie directed lo individual members of each
committee and not lo Slu-C or I he President 's
Off i ce as neither of Ihcse bodies has been
supp li ed w i t h this information.

EARTH WEEK

A pril 2.. I'olhilion Seminar. Dr. Koons. 3:0(1
I .S ,r.
April 30 Hen Hang, N. E. Vice President ,
Scott Pap«'r Co. 3:00 LS a
May 7

Orland o De Logue , U. of Maine
School of Law. 3:00 LS ,r> ,

RIGHTS & FREEDOMS
The J oint Slalemeiil on t h e Righls
and Freedoms of Students , alread y endorsed
b y Siu-( i , pr esently awaits A d m i n i s t r a t i v e
Commit Ice approva l before it goes lo Ihe
fa c ulty for a vole. The J oint Slaleinenl was
appr oved in pari h y Hi e E d u c a t i o n a l Policy,
Right s and R ules , /.diniiii sli.ilive and several
o t h e r eoinniillees of the college concerning
Ihe individual sections of Ihe document thai
were perl incut lo lb em, The J oint Slale inenl
n ow
goes
be fore
Ihe
Ad ministrative
Commit lee where il will he compiled iu full
willi nil ils int erpretations drawn up h y ea c h
committee and a recommendation will he
mad e for fa culty consideration. Il is expected
tha i a favorable reconiinenda lion will tie
forwarded lo Ihe faculty on this slnleine iil
tha i concerns primarily Ihe legal, judicial ,
acad emic and on and off-campus rights of
each sliidenl, Il is probable th ai Ihe Trustee
action will nol h e required lo make Ihe
slalemeiil a policy of Ihe college if the fnciill y
approv es il ,

The following students
were elected by Student Govern ment to serve
as representatives to the facult y meeting: Ann
OTlannian , Bob Cordon , Nick Nash . J eff
Parness. Ri c h M c Gill , Charlie llogan , and
Steve Orlov. A representative from the ECHO
and WMIIU will also be permitted to sit in on
these meetings.
The
Faculty
also met
their
responsibility under the news regulations of
Co n Co n b y electing six representat ives to the
Stu-G meeting. The chairman of their
delegation
is
Professor
Cox:
and
representatives include Professors Landsman ,
Swcney. Hunt. Ku eter , and F. Perez. Two
members of the faculty delegation will attend
each meeting of Stu-G which meets weekl y
and all seven members, of the student
delegation will attend the faculty meeting
which are held on a monthly basis.

NO TICKET- NO MONEY
Slu-C passed a motion on Monday
nighl staling that no tickets for winter
weekend' s Band concert will be refunded
after the last final exam. These liekets will
not be good for any concert thai The Rand
might give at Colby next year , and therefore ,
should he returned to Eustis befo re the end of
school.

RELS REA DS
Th e Colby f.ibj a i y Associates are
sponsoring a poetry read ing b y President
Strid er on Tuesday. A pril 2 I . Th e reading will
be presented in the Pulsife r Room of Miller
Libr ary at 1:00 p.m. Doctor Strid er will read
selections of sonnets froni various periods of
lit erature and conclude w i l h a commentary
on Ihe slvlesand forms of the sonnet.

ENRICH YOURSEL VES
Sliidenl Government is sponsoring a
number of campus-wide activities and lecture s
for Ihe enjoyment and enrichment of all
members of Ihe college during i h e final
m o n t h s of Ibis academic year. Firstly, a
lecture
by
Leonard Weinglass , Defense
Att orney for the Chi cago conspraey trial will
be delivere d tonight , Friday evening. A pril
17 lh. Weing la ss will speak in R u n n a l s Union
a l R;00 p.m. Admi ssion will lie charged .
Secondl y Stud ent Governincnl is now
arran ging for two concerts lo he held duri ng
Spring Weekend, Tim llurdi n will present u
co n ce rt Friday, May I f o ll o w ed by a campu s
par ly featuring a local group , S a t u r d a y
evening . May 2, a concert b y Swall ow mill Ibe
Young Rloods will be given. The lot til eosl for
Ih e weekend will he $4.(10 and each concert
al one will he S2.,.l).

THE OT HER COM PA NY
R epre senlaliv cs of Ihc H oneywell
Graduate Program will be on campus A pril 12
l o meet wilh Colb y sl u d . n l . . inter ested in this
forma l job
concludes Ihe
This
field ,
interviews sponsored by Ihe
re cruitnieiil
Offic e of Career Plann ing and Phieein enl I'm
Ibis year, Students intere sted iu I'ur lliei
information on th e Honey well interview ,
future recr uitment inter views, or .nninei
study or job plac ement may call th e Office ol
Career Plannin g and Placement.

baseball begins
2-1record
The Colby baseball team
begun its 1970 season in some what
less than spectacular fashion ,
dropping two of its first three
games on a road tri p to Bosto n and
Hartford last weekend.
The team opened the season
against Boston College on Friday,
dropp ing the wide-open game 11-8
to the Eagles. Colby got off to a
short-lived 2-0 lead in the top of
the first. The lead , however , died
quickl y as B.C. scored nine runs in
tlie bottom half of the first inning.
The first seven B.C. hitters reached
safely against starter and loser Bob
Hyland , and the rally also included
a grand slam home run by Boston
College's Bill Medea. H yland
remained in the game, however ,
allowing another run in the second ,
and was finally lifted in the third .
In all, he allowed 10 runs on 10
hits, struck out two and walked
one. Mike Szostak, a utility
inficldcr and relief pitcher , finished
•the game for Colby, pitching 5
strong innings , allowing only J run
and three hits. Colby scored 3 runs
in the fourth and three in tlie ninth
to account for their eight runs. The
hitting standout in the Mules
opener
was
sophomore
catcher-outfielder Mike McGlynn ,
who has looked excellent al Ihe
plate lately.
McGlynn got two doubles and 3
runs batted in against B.C. to help
Colby keep the game close.
On Saturday, the Mules
played a doubleheader against
Trinity College in Hartford , They
dropped tlie opener 7-3, and won
the nightcap 11-4. behind the strong
pitching of senior Gary Hobbs.
Sophomore Al Glass , ailed with a
sore arm on late , was the starter
and loser in the first game , with
relief hel p from Junior Dave Eddy
in the 6th. Roth games of the
doubleheader were seven inning
games. Trinity scored seve n runs on
ten hits, while making four errors ,
while Colby scored thre e runs on
four hits , and made three errors.

Two of the four hits for the Mules
were tri ples by outfielders Walt
Brower and Steve Dane.
In the second game Colby
came back strong behind Hobbs
who allowed 4 runs on 10 hits ,
struck out 3 and walked 1 in going
the distance (7 innings). Colby 's 11
runs came on 11 hits, 3 of them by
Junior second-baseman Bill Agreela ,
who went 3 for 3 in the game ,
including a single, double , and
triple , knocking in two runs and
scoring three. Hobbs received more
support
from
McGlynn _ and
Szostak , each of whom hit a solo
home run , and catcher Mai Wain ,
who knocking in two runs with a
base hit.
The team played its fourth
game of the season on Wednesday
against
Tufts
University
in
Medford , Mass. Results from that
game arc nol in yet. Today, they
play their first home game against
Williams College at ,.:00 p.m. and
on Saturday the squad heads south
again lo play a doubleheader
against Ihe Huskies of Northeas tern
University in Boston.

laxmen

x *ecl

Ed
Phillips, _
1965
graduate of Colby has just
recently secured a position on the
Boston Red Sox for the coming
season. Phillips, from Portland,
Maine was a standout pitcher
while at Colby and led the Mules
to the finals of the New England
baseball tournament in his senior
year. He is expected lo Le a short
reliever with the Red Sox this
season.

SOX

Over the past few years, the
Colby lacrosse club team has
developed from a small group to a
good sized number of players and a
team with enormous potential.
While last year 's season was
somewhat marred by several fights
during the team 's games, this could
be the year in the club's history
when all of their talents could be
put into a very successful product ,
a winning season.
This year sees an expanded
schedule for the lacrosse team, with
new games with Norwich, Nichols
and Boston State being added to
old standbys. This should definitely
be an advantage to the club since
last year's four game schedule did
not give the team a chance to get
accusto med to game conditions.
The expanded schedule , with
upwards to eight games, should
enable the team to get up the
mo mentum it started to gain at the
end of last year.
Personel-wise, the lacrosse
team is well equipped. The attack
positions are managed by Pete
Gilfoy and Steve Self. Phil Wysor
return s to strengthen the other slot,
vacated by graduation. Defense also
looks good with the return of Bill
Holland, Rick Gallup, Mark Chalek
and J ack. Dyer. At midficld, there is
good material but no depth . Dana
Baldwin, Webb Bradley, Bob Ewell
and Lou Griffith lead the middies,
but the reserves beyond that are
few in number. Goalie also poses a
problem, but Coach Scholz is high
on freshman Andy Dennison to
take control.
The
lacrosse
team
is
of
taking
perfectly
capable
advantage of their new schedule,
but they need more goals from the
attack , better defense from the
midfielders and the consistant
goalie work it often lacked last
year. With these problems solved ,
the Colby lacrosse team could rise
to heights never yet achieved in the
club's six year history.

golf
Colby s golf team , the
second place finishers in the state
series last year, looks to be as good
as last year with enough optimism
that they could even walk off with
the state title. Lasts year 's team
began slowly, but made a mid
season splurge which carried them
past Bowdoin and Bates. The team
from UMaine is perennially strong,
but the Mules could give them
strong opposition this year.
The nucleus of the team is
built around the seniors on the
squad. Captain Steve Schmickrath
heads the group along with Jack
Shergcr, Don Bates, Chris Woessncr
and Ken Jordan. The seniors are
backed by Stan Flummcr , a
consistant winner last year, Doug
McMillan , Bill Alfond and Dewey
Dumart, From among these, Coach
Hodges should be able to repeal its
second place finish in the slate
competition.
As soon as tbe snow melts ,
Colby will begin its home matches,
but , until then , they will go on two
Boston Irips, facing the teams from
Bentley and Brandeis. From these
initial road tri ps, there should be
indicators on the overall success of
tire coming season.
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LETTERS TO EDITOR

Con ' I

from p g . 2
Dear Miss Katz:
That you could mistake a
f a culty member's enthusiasm for an
a cademic
pro g r a m
as
'monopolizing' fa culty discussion
or a genuine concern for students as
a 'dearth of human sensitivity ' was,
perha ps, to be expected. That yo u
could dismiss one of the mo st
exciting educational possibilities
which Colby has ev olv ed in re cent
years as a matter which 'c ould ha ve
been postponed' 1 find difficult to
comprehend and alarming to
consider.
Sincerel y,
Peter We ster v eil
Department of Classics
A pril 12, 1970
Dear Editor ,
Nol too long ago, ei ght een
bla ck students
oc cupied the
Lorimer Chapel wilh the purpose of
gaining fiv e proposals. They le ft
peacefully upon a court restraining
order and within a few days after
that came up with the idea of a task
force- a committee to be made up
of equa lnumbers o f blac k stud ent s,
white students , administration , and
faculty. It was to be chaired by a
third party from none of those
groups. That proposal was rejected
on the grounds tha i we a lrea dy
have a system adequate for
handlin g such problems.
Co mmenting directly on the
idea of the task f orce, I ca n only
a ssert tha t il is a grea t sham e th a t il
was rejected. B y occu p ying the
chapel , the black students made the
entire campus aware tha t there is
ind eed some thing wrong here.
Throug h the ta sk f orce they
obj e ctiv e ly presented a constructive
plan f o r re solving the se pro blems.
The task force nol only revealed a
wisd om
in dealing with our
p roblems that bus bee n absent al
several oth er campuses throughout
Ihe country ; but il also pr ovided, a
situation in which Loth sides could
save face and still resolve the

sx; : 'A' ' *
*

problems. Also, if one .maintains, as
did Pr esident Stridor , that we
should use only the Con-Con for
such ma tters , would it have been so
implausible to create the task force
as an "ad hoc " committee of thy
[hereb y
Con-Con;
satisf ying
everyone. It certainl y seems that
the Colby administration was out
for a clear-cut victory to assert
itself a nd its pow e r, and was not
to tally concerned with the best
policies for the college. Is the
purpose of a libe ra l a rt s institutio n
position
lo
assert
one 's
uncompromisingly, as did
the
administr a tion by it s rej ec tio n o f
the task force; or is it to leuru to
reslove problems in a fair way to
all, as the task fo r ce promised to
doV
Sincerely,
Richa rd S chw a rtz
Johnson Hall
87_ -<Jb76
Dear Editor.

April 22 should be a dale ol
utmost importance to all of us at
Co lby and throughout the nation ,
because it is Earth Day, a lime set
aside particularly lo confront the
crucial
and
overwhelming
environmental destruction that is
taking place in our country al an
unpreccncntcd
rate.
The
carelessness and greed prevalent in
all ranks of our society not only
produce a wast of resources and
discarded material , but could mean
the destruction of all life on earth
befo re most of us are old enough to
have grandchildren. M any scientists
believe that within a lime as short
as 15 years the air pollution will be
great enough to prevent the suns
rays from reaching green plants iu
sufficient q u a n t i t y to create enough
oxygen for even the lowest form of
life as we know it , much less human
lif e. In addition lo this, the ocean ,
whi ch produces major quantities of
oxygen is losing ils liny but
inv a luable p la nkt on whi ch thr o ugh
c li a n g e
photos y n t h sis
carbondioxide lo oxygen. This loss
is due to huge quantities of oil slick
covering and destroy ing ocean life

Con ' t on pa. 14
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LETTERS TO EDITOR

Con 't f r om pg. 13

from man 's greed.
Scientists agree that at least
60% of air pollution can be
contributed to the automobile. The
problem is that we can not afford
to wait for the invention of the
electic car
or some
other
modification of car pullution.
Instead we are called upon, if we
are to survive, to change our living
patterns in favor of rapid transit,
particularly in the cities where no
cars should be allowed, and to give
a tremendous boost to public
transportation throughout all areas
of the nation. The automobile must
go out if man is to remain. If this
could happen , not only would we
be able to breathe again, but we
could save the 55 thousand lives
which are lost on the highways each
year not to mention the thousands
maimed in car accidents and the
astronomical costs of cars and car
repairs. I don't see anyone
picketing for this cause the way we
do against the war in Vietnam,
which is too a cause for alarm , but
which does not come close to the
damage and loss of lives that takes
place in our own country on the
highways.
It is true however, that
automobile manufa cturing is a
major source of national and
private income; but there is no
reason why these manufacturers
couldn 't play a central part in a
new, safer transportation system.
Finally it is up to us and not
someone
else to act now
survival
in confronting these
problems, because it is our future
which is threatened. We can effect
change in our envoirnment, in our
communities, in the legislation of
the local and federal governments,
Time is running out and Earth Day
is an excellent time to start.
Sincerely yours,
Peeev Elkus

¦

questionnaire
1.

Do you feel co-ed communities are feasible at Colb y ?
Yes
No

2.

Would you like to live in a co-ed dorm or community?
Yes
No
Would you see Roberts, Averill 3rd floor and Dana or
Woodman-Foss going co-ed as a radical step
No
for Colby ? Yes

3.

4.

I

Con t from pg. 2

News" through communications
witli students attending college at
the time of its printing in 1969.
The book jokes about the fact that
some residents of Waterville have
been known to speak seven or eight
times on special occasion and the
students are prone to non-verbal
communications, "fighting and
drinking". It harps upon the idea
that seventy-five percent of the
students main drives revolve around
"Drinking,
Skiing and
social
activities". The social atmosphere is
limited to campus activities and
trips to Boston. "The girls are as
cold as the Weather " goes one
quote though the dating scene is
described as easy. Both books are
ego deflating but it's better to live
in reality than have it come
crashing down on you at the end of
your four years.
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Un less We Contro l Po pula t ion "

|

That 's tho host population slogan wo 'vo
boon nblo to como up with, Can you top
It? A citation and nn honorarium of $10
nro offorod for tho bost slogan turned In
to tho advertising maftngor ol this newspaper baforo tho forthcoming Environmontal Tooch-ln on Earth Day, April 22,
Tho winning slogan from this campus
will ho eligible to compote for tho
national
<_cnrt DDl-7C
!)>DUU r'HI£fc
,h
,0 bQ
host slogan proownrdoci ,or
"
pared by a student on any of tho 21(3
campuses where this ad Is appearing,
Rulos: Simply dovlso a brief state-

Imont

of tho Importancn and urgency ot
checking population nrowth — to tho
environment , to quality of llfo,to world
poaco. Sand It on or boforo April 22 to
this nowspapor , ncldrcusod "Population
Contest," Judges on tills campus uwlll bo
throo members of this paper 's staff
appointed by tho ad manager. All docls |ons .final and only thoir selection will
bo eligible for big national prize, to bo
ludgod by Paul Ehrlkh , Dnuld Browor ,
and Hugh Moore .
Write your slogan today, Ono entry
per student. For froo literature on populotion explosion , write Hunh Mooro
Fund, 60 E. 42nd St,. Now York 10017.
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12exposure roll of Kotlaeolor
12exposure roll of Hlaek & White
20exposure roll of Slide s

¦
|

With your brains, and three months of graduate study at the
Honeywell Institute of Information Sciences, you could land
a management-level job next fall. Honeywell offers the only
computer programming course specially designed for college
graduates, It's the most advanced, professional computer
education you can get.
So Honeywell graduates get hired sooner,promoted faster,
and paid more.
If you'd like to know all about Honeywell's next graduate
course,putyour brain to work filling out the coupon, today.

The Other Computer Company:
I
¦
¦
|

Honeywell

¦

I
$2,110
P
1.02
I
¦ • ¦ ¦ ¦ -j^yy ^yy ^yy _i_ !ll___ .
I

<\$\ Hour Service on Kotlaeolor and black & While, Prompt service on Slides & Movie film

I

The com puter indu str y
will pay good
money for
your brain.

Send entries to John Zacamy, c/o Colby ECHO, Box 1014,
I
Rober ts Union
,
m-_-_-_-J
-i

!

We w ill deliver

I

LABUIM PRESCRIPTION DRUG
Cor, Main & Silver Sis,
W ulervllk Maine
Phone 873-1411

*> du >s« *iH

M ^-^^m

~jir\ l.*jL Dlrootor of Admissions
N/if I
¦
JinB
Pv^ iv Honaywoll Institute ot Information Sciences
S U\#
\A \Jfl P 110 Cedar St., Wellosloy Hills , Mass. 02181
%> jJI/ Phone: (617) 235-7450,Ext, 3702
T%
I
? I would like complete Information on your program. \ l
m\ \L
l IrSl \ \ D I would llko to arrange an Interview on
j^
at tlmo
(date)
W
Vu .
|
)
^bwf
<
1
WW
Honeywell will call you to confi rm this date and time.
I
, I
WN
Nome:
I
College:
1
\^
|
M
Address:
I
I
Phono:
I
I
1 Homo Address:
I
1
lk
Phone:
.J
^
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I

Don't I'orue l l-iilliui 's vvlirn il comes
_
„
l(( |wv |n yml |)rt ,S(;ri|ltiun fi |,(.(|.

W.. cash all cheeks <.{((, Colby 1.P.\s

Hours: fl a.m, ¦9 p.m.

I

"Whatever Your Cause , It ' s a Lost Cause

Have you heard about our fantastic low prices on film processing

j

|
g
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If a man say, 1 love God , and hateth his
brother , lie is a liar: for he that lovclh not his brother
whom h e; hath semi , how can he. lov e God whom he
hath nol seen? And this commandment have we fro m
him, That he who lovelh God love his brother also.
J ohn I 4:20,21

INVENT A SLOGAN * WIN A PRIZE

|
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excel! csnt

austin-heal y
condition
1-623-6533
call¦
¦
BM M^B--_n__i WKB '1-1 f t m m m m m m m m m
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RUMB LINGS

I

wki-come to tub

117C1£
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Do you think that Colb y should take that step?
Yes
No

FOR SALE"

I

